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Fluorous chemistry has brought many applications from catalysis to separation science, from supramo-
lecular materials to analytical chemistry. However, fluorous-based Quartz Crystal Microbalance (QCM)
has not been reported so far. In the current paper, fluorous interaction has been firstly utilized in
QCM, and carbohydrate–protein interaction and carbohydrate–carbohydrate interaction have been
detected afterward.

� 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Gladysz, Horváth and Curran introduced fluorous chemistry at
the end of last century.1,2 As a kind of non-covalent interaction, flu-
orous interaction is based on the specific affinity between fluorous
compounds (organic compounds contain CnF2n+1-group (n = 6–8),
fluorous tail). The interaction is quite unique and independent to
the well-known hydrophobic and hydrophilic ones, which brings
many applications in different fields. For example, separation of
fluorous and non-fluorous compounds can be easily achieved via
fluorous solid phase extraction (F-SPE)3, in which separation was
achieved via the fluorous-modified silica gel. In 2005, the interac-
tion was first introduced to small molecular microarray by Pohl
et al.4 Fluorous-modified carbohydrates were immobilized to glass
surface via fluorous interaction and their binding ability to lectins
was measured. Later on, various small molecules were introduced
to glass surface via fluorous interaction aiming at microarray
measurements.5

Considering the success of fluorous microarray, expanding the
fluorous interaction to other analytical instruments is of great
importance. Quartz Crystal Microbalance (QCM) is a mass sensor
based on the piezoelectric properties of quartz crystals with many
applications in both scientific research and industry.6 Recently,
QCM with dissipation monitoring (QCM-D) technique was devel-
oped as an extension, which simultaneously measures changes in
the induced energy dissipation (DD) and the frequency (DF), and
enables a label-free detection and analysis of bio-recognition
events in real-time.7 Comparing to microarray, QCM has its own
pros and cons. Currently high throughput screening could not be
easily achieved, which might be the major drawback of QCM.
However, by using QCM, interactions between protein and ligand
can be easily measured without any fluorescent labeling and the
whole binding process can be monitored in situ. These two
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Scheme 1. Chemical structures of fluorous sugars used in this study.
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advantages make QCM more suitable to measure some compli-
cated interactions with the analytes of high molecular weight.
Furthermore, in a typical QCM-D measurement, energy dissipation
(DD) could provide a viscoelastic parameter related to the proper-
ties of the propagation material.8

Thus it is quite valuable to combine fluorous interaction with
QCM-D, which in fact has never been reported before. In this paper,
the first example of QCM based on fluorous interaction will be
demonstrated. Carbohydrate–protein interaction and carbohy-
drate–carbohydrate interaction (CCI) will be detected on fluorous
surface. Under the help of DD, non-specific interaction can be dif-
ferentiated from the specific ones. Thus the method reported in
this paper has a promising future to be developed into a general
detection method for various interactions.

2. Results and discussion

Typically, pre-cleaned gold chip was first immersed in an iso-
propanol solution of 1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorodecyl thiol (F-SH, 17%
v:v). After 24 h, the chip was washed with pure isopropanol twice
then water, and dried under nitrogen. The successful immobiliza-
tion of fluorodecanethiol was proved by contact angle measure-
ment. As shown in Figure 1a and b, the contact angles of gold
surface before and after immobilization of fluorodecanethiol are
63� ± 2� and 105� ± 1�, respectively. This transformation from
hydrophilic to hydrophobic supports the successful modification
of F-SH on gold surface.

The next step is to coat fluorous-modified sugars (F-sugars) to
the fluorous surface of gold chips. Four different F-sugars, includ-
ing F-Lac, F-Mal, F-Gal, and F-Man (Scheme 1) are prepared
according to the reported synthetic procedures.9 The coating step
looks straightforward at first, because F-sugars were successfully
loaded to fluorous-coated glass slide in microarray assays. In
microarray experiments, F-sugars were first dissolved in the mix-
ture of DMF/MeOH/water, then the sample was loaded to the flu-
orous glass surface via automated pin in microliter scale. The
spots finally obtained on glass surface were in the size of ca
100 lm, which was very easy to be dried and immobilized. No
further washing is necessary because the amount of F-sugars on
surface was very limited. However, at first, a similar strategy could
not be directly transformed to the gold chip surface, because QCM
Figure 1. Contact angles of (a) bare gold, (b) fluorous gold surface, (c) after F-sugar coatin
measurement requires a single layer of F-sugars on the fluorous
chip in cm scale with their fluorous tag interacting with the surface
and their sugars toward solution, which is crucial to the success of
QCM measurement. Inspired by the fluophilic condition for F-SPE,
the coating procedure was designed as follows and proved
successful. Typically, the gold chip was immersed in the solution
of F-sugars (0.2 mg/mL) in MeOH/water = 3:2 (v:v) overnight. Then
the chip was washed gently with the mixed solvent and dried. The
successful immobilization of F-sugars was characterized by contact
angle (Fig. 1c and d), which was measured as 38� ± 3� showing
hydrophilicity from the previous hydrophobic fluorous surface.

After F-sugar has been immobilized on the gold chip, QCM mea-
surement was then performed. As shown in Figure 2, after a short
wash of HEPES buffer, peanut agglutinin (PNA) solution (0.2 mg/
mL, in HEPES buffer) was loaded to the chip immobilized with
F-Lac. Immediately, a dramatic frequency (�DF) increase of the
chip was observed within several seconds, indicating the success-
ful absorption of proteins on surface. When �DF reached around
37 Hz, this quick increase reached equilibrium for a short time.
Then more proteins were absorbed onto the surface in a slower
rate with the total DF change less than 5 Hz within 700 s. At the
moment, the surface turned to equilibrium again without any
increase of �DF. Subsequently, PNA in HEPES buffer at a higher
concentration (0.5 mg/mL) was flowed to the chip instead of the
previous one. After this switch, another 6 Hz increase of �DF was
observed within 800 s, which was even much slower to reach
g. (d) Cartoon representation of the gold surface after coating with F-SH and F-sugar.



Figure 2. DF/DD responsive curves of the F-Lac surface at different PNA
concentrations.

Table 1
Frequency changes of different lectins on different F-sugar surfaces (average value
was obtained via experiments repeated for three times)

Surface/lectin �DF/Hz �DFmax/Hz Lectin/lM Ka/M�1

F-Lac/PNA 43.2 ± 3.5 48.4 ± 3.6 2.0 4.3 � 106 ± 0.5 � 106

F-Mal/ConA 22.2 ± 1.8 28.1 ± 1.3 2.0 1.8 � 106 ± 0.2 � 106

F-Man/ConA 27.5 ± 2.3 38.1 ± 3.4 2.0 1.3 � 106 ± 0.7 � 106

F-Gal/PNA 13.4 ± 2.2 18.8 ± 1.7 2.0 1.2 � 106 ± 0.3 � 106
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‘‘saturation’’ than the previous one. After the frequency reached
equilibrium for a quite long time (3000 s), HEPES buffer was flowed
onto the chip in order to remove any non-specific proteins. Slowly
the frequency was washed to the equilibrium (42 Hz) before the
high concentration of PNA was loaded.

Moreover, by using QCM-D equipped with dissipation, more
information could be explored. As shown in Figure 2, DD was
recorded with frequency as well. When the first equilibrium
reached around 1300 s, DD increased from 0 to 0.4 � 10�6, indicat-
ing the rigidity of PNA absorbed on surface. As �DF increased again
from 1300 s to 2000 s, DD increased to 0.6 � 10�6, following the
evolution of �DF. After solution concentration of PNA was
increased to 0.5 mg/mL, a much more obvious DD increase to
1.0 � 10�6 was observed from 2900 s to 3100 s, which reached
equilibrium again, following the trend of �DF. Importantly, after
the surface was washed with HEPES buffer, DD returned to the pre-
vious value (ca 0.4 � 10�6). The obvious fluctuation of DD showed
that the absorption after the concentration of PNA increased to
0.5 mg/mL was quite loose and could be considered as a non-spe-
cific interaction, which was different from the PNA absorption at
lower concentrations. Similarly, as shown in Figure S1, the absorp-
tion of lectin Concanavalin A (Con A) to the surface of F-Mal
showed two absorption stages with different DD and DF variations
happening as well.

To semi-quantitatively evaluate the binding on surface, contin-
uous concentration variations of lectin were performed. As shown
in Figure 3a, when the concentration of PNA was increased step-
by-step on F-Gal surface, �DF and DD increased as well. According
to Sauerbrey equation, the mass of absorbed molecules on surface
Figure 3. (a) Frequency response curves of the F-Gal surface with different PNA co
concentration.
is proportional to DF, which can be calculated directly. Then the
mass of absorbed PNA vs the loaded PNA concentration was drawn
in Figure 3, an obvious decrease of the slope was observed when
PNA concentration exceeded 0.10 mg/mL, indicating the increase
of physical absorbed PNA. A similar experiment of Con A absorbed
on F-Man surface was also performed, showing similar phenome-
non which is presented in Figure S2. According the DF data pre-
sented in Table 1, apparent binding constant (Ka) was calculated.10

After evaluation of carbohydrate–protein interactions on F-
sugar surface, another type of interaction participated by sugars,
that is, CCI, was also performed. CCI always happens between dif-
ferent glyco-conjugates, for example, short saccharide chains on
proteoglycans, as a type of inter-chain interaction, which lacks spe-
cific binding sites as those of proteins with less specificity than car-
bohydrate–protein interaction.11 Thus CCI was employed as the
second model system measured on the fluorous QCM platform.
Glyco-nanoparticles (GNPs) with different type of sugars on their
surface were employed as models for different glyco-conjugates.
The GNPs were prepared according to our previous reported proce-
dure by using triblock copolymers containing conjugated poly-
fluorine as the middle block and different glycopolymers as side
blocks.12 After self-assembly, the GNPs formed with a-mannopy-
anoside, a-galactopyranoside, and a-glucopyranoside on the sur-
face, are coded as NP-Man, NP-Gal, and NP-Glu, respectively.
Typical frequency response curves are shown in Figure 4. To the
F-Lac surface (Fig. 4a), NP-Gal bound much stronger than NP-
Man and NP-Glu, supported by the much more obvious frequency
change (�DF = 120 Hz) of the former than the other two. And NP-
Man showed a weak binding with about 28 Hz increase of �DF.
Interestingly, NP-Glu did not show any obvious binding to the F-
Lac surface, with the frequency remaining constant. Similarly, on
the surface of F-Man, different binding effect of GNPs was
observed. The �DF increase was following the same sequence on
F-Lac surface, that is, NP-Gal > NP-Man > NP-Glu. However, the
obtained �DF values were much smaller than those of F-Lac. As
shown in Figure 4b and Table 2, �DF increase of F-Man surface
ncentrations. (b) The linear relationship between frequency response and PNA



Figure 4. Frequency response curves of the (a) F-Lac and (b) F-Man surface with different GNPs.

Table 2
Frequency changes of different GNPs on different F-sugar surfaces (average value was
obtained via experiments repeated for three times)

GNPs
surface

NP-Gal
�DF/Hz

NP-Man
�DF/Hz

NP-Glu
�DF/Hz

F-Lac 120 ± 21 28 ± 5 4 ± 1
F-Mal 45 ± 8 30 ± 4 5 ± 2
F-Gal 20 ± 2 5 ± 2 0 ± 0
F-Man 20 ± 3 5 ± 2 0 ± 0
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to NP-Gal was only about 20 Hz, while that of F-Lac was 120 Hz.
Moreover, for NP-Man, �DF increase of F-Man surface was only
around 5 Hz, while that of F-Lac was about 30 Hz. The binding
behavior between different GNPs and F-sugar surfaces was com-
pared as shown in Table 2. On each surface, the interaction of dif-
ferent GNPs is following the sequence of NP-Gal > NP-Man > NP-
Glu. To each GNP, F-Lac surface shows the most significant
increase of �DF, while that of F-Mal is less but still obvious. How-
ever, on F-Man and F-Gal surfaces, almost no NP-Man and NP-Glu
was immobilized, with a minor �DF change less than 5 Hz. In
short, two conclusions may be drawn from these results: (a) CCI
exists between simple sugars (mono- and di-saccharides), when
repeating sugar units are available as pendent groups on polymer
chains of GNPs; (b) the strongest interaction between NP-Gal and
F-Lac could be explained by the hydrophobic interaction of B-faces
(hydrophobic surface) existing in galactopyranosides.
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